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Upcoming Workshops
A GiPS Standards Interactive Workshop is scheduled for 28 March 2012 in New York. The workshop will help participants master the requirements of the GiPS standards, including composite construction, performance calculation, and the creation of a compliant presentation. For complete details, please visit the CFA Institute website.

The Fundamentals of Performance Measurement and Attribution Workshop is also scheduled for 28 March 2012 and will provide skills immediately useful in your work and offers a thorough understanding of the fundamentals of performance measurement with practical lessons for beginners and experienced analysts alike. Following a highly interactive small-group format, participants will be guided through a wide range of frequently used attribution, risk, and benchmark-analysis methods and reinforce them with live calculation exercises.

Staying Current
Stay up to date by signing up for the GiPS Newsletter and the GiPS RSS feed, and by following us on Twitter. Please visit the GiPS website for additional information and resources, including podcasts from the past GiPS standards conferences. Curious to know what is being said about the GiPS standards? Check out the GiPS standards' website for the GiPS in the News section which features related news articles.